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On 15th March 2020 WFWP Russia held a program titled "Bridge of Friendship Among Angels of 

Peace." 

 

 
 

This program gathered together three projects and organisations that have the name "Angels of Peace": a 



 

 

children's dancing and singing ensemble called "Angels of Peace," an international art project called 

"Angels of Peace," and a children's internet TV channel called "Angels of Peace." There were also Peace 

Ambassadors and representatives of other NGOs who were interested in this program. 

 

At the beginning of the program all the guests watched a wonderful art exhibition presented by the Angels 

of Peace international art project. 

 

During the event all three projects shared about their goals and activities. Olga Vakulinsky, WFWP 

Russia President and the Art Director of the "Angels of Peace" dancing ensemble, shared about WFWP 

programs, such as the Bridge of Peace ceremony that had been held in many countries, and about the 

dancing ensemble itself. The participants of the event shared later that they were very inspired by the 

ideals and message of the Bridge of Peace. 

 

The Director of the International Art project "Angels of Peace," Natalia Yatsenko, and her husband, Oleg 

Rovda, shared about the idea and meaning of the project and about the fact that it could unite artists from 

many countries who really strive for peace. It was also very moving to hear that some artists could be 

healed from cancer while drawing angels of peace. 

 

Little beautiful children from the children's internet TV channel "Angels of Peace" prepared a very nice 

greeting and gift for all the participants. 

 

The children's ensemble "Angels of Peace" brought joy to all the participants through their songs and 

dances. 

 

The atmosphere of the event was very warm and friendly, and we hope it can become a good start for 

future fruitful cooperation. 

 

Reported by Olga Vakulinsky 

WFWP Russia Chapter Leader 

 

 


